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Short tour description/route characteristics: The foothills of the Alps from Oberallgäu via Upper Bavaria's Pfaffenwinkel to Lake Starnberg
are ideal for a spring tour. When the mountains are still snow-covered, the meadows and fruit trees are in blossom and the first warm rays of
sunshine invite you to ride your motorbike, but most of the Alpine passes are still closed, this is an ideal terrain.
From Sonthofen the trail first leads over the Oberjoch and Wertach to Nesselwang. At the roundabout behind Nesselwang turn right and follow
small asphalt roads to Seamen (yes, there are sailors in the Ostallgäu too!) and Seeg. Via Roßhaupten, Steingaden and Böbing you reach
Murnau. Behind Froschhausen the small road branches off to Habach. A charming side trip. At the entrance to Habach there is a nice restaurant

with good food on the left side of the road. In
Antdorf turn left towards Weilheim and then in
Marnbach turn right to the Starnberger See. From
Seeshaupt to Bernried along the lake the further way
leads via Bauerbach to Weilheim and then to one of
the most beautiful view mountains of the prealpine
region to the Hohe Peißenberg. Lunch/coffee break
can also be planned here. The subsequent way north
via St. Leonhard is again a pleasure for
motorcyclists. The route continues to Wessobrunn
and Rott. From there via Kinsau, Apfeldorf and
Birkland to Schongau. Behind Altenstadt,
Schwabsoien is the starting point for a wonderful
motorcycle tour. Via Dienhausen and Osterzell it
goes back to Schwabsoien. One would like to start
the round a second time. To the south via Bern-
beuren, Roßhaupten and Nesselwang the way leads
back to Wertach. Via Kranzegg and Rettenberg you
reach Sonthofen again.
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